Hello EXITO Scholars!
December is here and we hope this finds you well as finals require so much of your time and attention. See below for BUILD EXITO related updates, events, and information.

### Peer Mentoring

Last week, PSU matched all scholars with a PSU peer mentor. Your Peer Mentors, whose bios can be found [here](#), are in the process of reaching out to their scholars. You can check out this [BUILD EXITO Peer Mentoring](#) video if you want a quick overview of this role. E-mail Kay Logan at kay.logan@pdx.edu with questions.

### Career Mentoring

All of you have been assigned an EXITO Career Mentor. If you have not gotten contact information for this person yet, make sure that you have watched [this brief video](#) and emailed Jen Lindwall at lindwall@pdx.edu so she can get you connected with the faculty member who will serve as your career mentor.

### First America Learns Log

You may remember from summer orientation that we will be using a monthly log to track your mentoring relationships. You should be getting your first log within the next week. We appreciate you taking a few minutes to fill this out, it helps us immensely.

### EXITO Related Events and Resources
Cultural Resource Centers Upcoming Events
Click [here](#) for a list of events that are produced by the Cultural Resource Centers Leadership Team. All events are free and open to all unless otherwise specified.
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STAY CONNECTED